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Working Group reports:

IPv6: Not much to report. Alan Whinery has become the new Working Group Co-Chair. There will be a face-to-face meeting at the Fall Member meeting.

Peering and Routing: WG had a call in August. A new topic was suggested, asking about which metrics on performance of the Layer 3 network and TR-CPS would be desirable. Most that were suggested were not so much performance reports as real time information on metrics like queue drops. There was a general desire to have some reports on past behavior, these would be good for predicting potential problems. Any suggestions or opinions should be directed to the mailing list for to Jeff directly.

SDN: They have been having calls. On the last one there was discussion about the terminology that the GENI project uses. Deniz is working with staff to produce some documents making this more clear.


General:

At the Fall Member Meeting there will be a face to face meeting on Monday at 10:00 AM. There is also a working group chairs meeting at 9:00 AM on Monday.


I2 Report:

Chris reported that the Layer 2 devices are being deployed, there have been about 10 sent out in the couple weeks preceding the meeting. Currently working on management issues, connections to the layer 3 network and GENI. The optics have started to arrive which allows starting on the 100G interconnects. Will be done by the member meeting.

There is also work going on positioning to get the waves moved off the Infinera's and onto the Ciena's.

Repositioning the Backbone links between NY and DC and DC to CHI to reclaim the 100G to use for interconnecting the Brocades.

The optical build is done.

Other then the NTNC portion of the network the build is complete.

There was not AOAC(NAOP) call so there is no update.


